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     ACCESS PRICING, INNOVATION, AND EFFECTIVE COMPETITION  

 

    William G. Shepherd 

 

 Good things come in threes, and I have three points to discuss.  The 

first is about access pricing; the other two are about the standards for 

competition that is really effective.   

 

1.  Access pricing for an essential facility.  A thorny problem; what prices 

(marginal, average, short-run, long-run, etc.) are best?  I'll argue for 

combining long-run marginal cost with liberal profit limits, backed by 

aggressive regulation that requires rapid innovation.   

 

2.  The standards for effective competition (in the downstream market, or 

in any market).  How can you tell when competition is effective (or 

"workable") rather than feeble and deficient?  I'll urge a simple 

requirement: at least 5 reasonably comparable rivals, with no market 

dominance.   

 

3.  Deregulation to get effective competition in place of regulation.  I'll 

explain that hasty, reckless deregulation is the great danger.  You should 

keep protective restraints until competition is fully effective (with those 5 

comparable rivals).   

 

 Always remember that innovation is supremely important.  Do your 

regulation aggressively in compelling innovation, even if you let the firms 

make some extra profits.  And be very strict about effective competition; 

dominant-firm situations are definitely not good enough.  

 

 Those three specific topics may seem pretty hot, but in the U.S. 

they're long familiar.  They reach across the two contrasting policy types: 

the regulation of natural monopolies, and antitrust policies to promote 

competition in "normal" markets.  The U.S. divides these two policy types 

between entirely separate public agencies: regulatory commissions who 

frame controls on costs and prices, and the two antitrust agencies 



(Antitrust Division and Federal Trade Commission) who only know about 

competition and monopoly.  You're lucky here to have the two types 

combined in one big, efficient government unit, which -- I hope -- works 

with seamless internal efficiency to combine the policies beautifully.  

 

 I'll briefly review the U.S. history on these issues since 1900 to 

clarify their current meaning.  

  

 A word about me.  I've been on the inside for awhile, advising the 

U.S. Antitrust Division chief in 1967-1968 about some very big cases 

(such as IBM and automobiles).  I've researched the nature of competition 

and monopoly at great length, and I've written a lot about regulation and 

antitrust.  I've worked and testified on many cases, and for 11 years 

during 1990-2001 I edited a leading journal on the field, the Review of 

Industrial Organization.   

 

1. THE PRICING OF ACCESS TO PROMOTE INNOVATION, FAIRNESS AND 

EFFICIENCY     

 

 Access pricing can be simple in theory, but real cases are often 

very difficult.  To focus the discussion, I'll assume that it's clear what 

precisely the "bottleneck" and/or "essential facility" is.  In fact, of course, 

the nature and boundaries of the essential facility are often quite 

complicated and contentious in actual cases.   

 

 Also, let's assume that costs are crystal clear; especially Long-run 

and Short-run Costs, and various Average Costs and Average Marginal 

Costs can be defined and measured accurately.  Then the question here is 

just to choose the right Cost.   

 

The Goals 

 

 Also, at the start, recognize that much more is at stake than mere 

"efficiency."  The public interest involves many important goals.  

Innovation is probably the biggest one.   

   

For over two centuries, innovation has been the great source of rising 

productivity, progress and welfare.  X-efficiency has also been important, 

and so is the healthy competitive process itself.  Also significant are 

freedom of choice, and fairness in the results, and the sound economic 



basis for democracy.  The regulators' choices need to promote all of 

these, not just allocative efficiency.   

 

 At the opposite extreme, some neoliberal free-market writers 

(ranging from George Stigler to Harold Demsetz and Robert Bork -- they 

are usually known as "Chicago School") say instead that static allocative 

efficiency is the only goal that economists should talk about.  But that 

claim is clearly too narrow and doctrinaire.   

 

Access Pricing 

 

 Two pricing categories need discussion:  1. Marginal Costs (Short-

run or Long-run?), and 2. possibly setting Prices above Average Costs, so 

as to give extra profits.   

 

 Marginal-Cost Pricing.  Downstream firms want to pay only the 

Short-run Marginal Costs; SRMC is often very low, way below average 

costs (except during peak-load times).  The bottleneck's owner wants to 

charge a hefty price, at least as high as Long-run Marginal Costs.  That 

will compensate it for all of its real costs of supply in the long run.    

 

 As you probably know, there's an impressive literature on marginal-

cost pricing, starting well before the 1930s.  It has favored the Long-run 

Marginal Cost standard.  Ordinarily, Prices at or above LRMC will be high 

enough to cover Average Costs too, so the essential-facility firm can stay 

in business by covering all of its Total Costs with Total Revenues.   

 

 Pricing at or above Average Costs.  The firm of course prefers to 

set its Prices even higher, well above the full Average Costs, so as to 

maximize its profits.  The firm will make the claim (just the way drug 

companies do) that it needs a lot of excess profits in order to make 

innovations.  And with its monopoly of the essential facility, the firm could 

put the price very high indeed.  That's one reason why the ACCC is 

important; to prevent that over-pricing.   

 The regulators may be tempted instead to press Price right down to 

Average Cost, squeezing out every penny of extra profit.  That's what 

perfect competition might do in equilibrium, according to pure theory.  

Instead of that, the firm will call for looser regulation, to fit "workable 

competition," and that would usually give higher profits.  For example, 

many industries have some competition, but the leading firms' profits are 

double or triple the cost of capital (that is, perhaps, above 20% on capital, 



year after year).  I take it that such loose regulation and high profits are 

what the "workable competition" point is about.  "Workable" means higher 

than "perfect competition."  

 

"Comparable Returns"?   

 

 This point favoring generous profits has some merit; but how 

generous?  One criterion in the U.S. has been "comparable" returns, in 

light of risks and other factors.  If comparable industries usually yield an 

X% rate of return (15%?, or 20%?), then letting this one earn X% would 

theoretically fit the efficient allocation of capital.  Just the right amount of 

capital would be "attracted," neither too much nor too little.   

 

 But U.S. regulation has been frustrated by the troubles in defining 

"comparable."  Regulators usually hear out the contrasting views of 

advocates and their experts -- and then they reach a compromise 

somewhere in the middle.  That's sensible, but it's logically very untidy.  

For Australia, it might just mean putting the permitted "workable 

competition" profit rate at "some reasonable percent" above the barebones 

competitive rate.  Say, 12-15 percent on capital.  The exact percent 

probably doesn't matter much for efficiency and innovation, as long as it's 

in the "reasonably generous" range.   

 

 Meanwhile, it's crucial for the system to have plenty of physical 

capacity at all times.  By artificially holding back on building its capacity, 

the firm can deliberately create scarcity.  That in turn would justify too-

high prices.  In the opposite case, super-abundant capacity would call for 

unsustainable, too-low prices.   

 

Innovation and Progress, Not Just Price-Cost Alignment 

 

 Remember that innovation is the most important goal, and price-

cost patterns may be much less important.  How can regulation promote 

innovation and progress?  My answer involves moderately higher profit 

incentives, as I've just discussed.  That can be done by explicitly allowing 

a margin of extra profitability.  Or there can be "regulatory lag," as the 

U.S. has done throughout much of the last century.  As costs fall, the 

regulators are slow to squeeze down the prices.  Often, that was because 

hearings were slow and ponderous; often, too, regulators deliberately 

arranged the lag and made no attempt to recoup high profits.     

 



  Australia has this lag, too, in the 5-year limit on changing prices.  

Maybe it injects strong motives for reducing costs.  

 

 But the profits are only passive; they may enable the progress, but 

they don't apply real pressure actually to make the progress occur.  The 

firm may instead just give the extra profits to its shareholders and avoid 

doing the innovations.  In fact, monopolies and dominant firms are 

notorious for retarding innovation rather than promoting it.  Economic 

theory is clear about that, and there are many famous examples.  

      

 

 The examples include:  

1. AT&T in the 1950s-1970s, stifling innovation in exchange technology, 

optical fibers, and just about everything else;  

2. IBM in the 1960s (as Thomas Watson, Jr., IBM's own chief, openly 

admitted;  

3. Gillette in razor blades (Wilkinson was quicker in stainless steel 

blades);  

4. Eastman Kodak (it excluded rival Berkey from innovations in the 1970s, 

and Kodak was slow to go into digital after the 1980s); and  

5. Microsoft; its quality of technology and software has been mediocre 

ever since its lucky rise around 1980.   

 

 Also, a monopoly or dominant position in the market encourages 

sloth and self-destruction in the firm.  Notorious U.S. examples have been 

[also Table 2] US Steel in the 1910s-1940s, General Motors in the 

1950s-1970s, Xerox in the 1970s-1980s, IBM in the 1980s, Boeing 

Aircraft in the 1980s-1990s, Kodak in the 1990s, etc.   

Practical Steps for Regulation 

 

 So regulators must mount aggressive, well-informed regulation that 

requires the actual progress to occur.  Most important: the regulators 

must be aggressive in enforcing rapid innovations.  They must know the 

innovation possibilities thoroughly and be ready to remove the monopoly's 

favored situation or even allow competition if the innovation is slow.  

They must also require open policies by the monopoly to guarantee full 

access by all firms to the chance to innovate and enter.  This sort of 

muscular regulation has been widely discussed in the U.S. (by many 

experts ranging from Harry Trebing, Bill Melody and Leonard Weiss, to 

Paul Joskow and Richard Schmalensee) as "performance based regulation." 

 



 So incentives under "workable competition" standards must be 

backed up by the regulators with high knowledge, strict judgments, and 

strong powers to break monopoly behavior and retardation.   

 

 "Price Caps" and "Performance Based Regulation."  These two styles 

have evolved since the 1980s as a way to apply specific profit incentives 

for progress and efficiency.  As you probably know, they involve the 

regulators in making explicit benchmarks and predictions for future 

progress and cost reductions.  They also choose the "sharing factor" (the 

% of extra profits which the firm gets to keep) and the time period.  

Bigger % and longer periods intensify the incentives.   

 

 The methods are logically valid, but they require a great amount of 

judgment about all of the elements.  Errors on any part can weaken or 

nullify the incentives.  As with the aggressive enforcement of innovation, 

the regulators simply have to be on top of everything: technology, costs, 

the power of incentives, the skill of the firm's managers.  This sort of full-

strength regulation may require special personal qualities, along with 

strong backing from the government, and technical skills.  The pool of 

such vigorous talents may include a David Round as well as others in the 

ACCC.   

 

 Other obvious steps are to simplify the hearings and to set ranges 

rather than detailed, rigid limits.  Rely on your own judgment, rather than 

literal acceptance of the experts or of a theory.  Be candid and forceful 

about efficiency and innovation and overcharges.  Don't claim to be 

following clear logic when in fact you're reaching a compromise among 

criteria.    

 

 Remove the Franchise?  Try hard to get the power to remove the 

franchise quickly if the firm's innovation is slow.  Even the threat of 

removal can have strong energizing effects on a stagnant company.  If 

necessary, hold franchise auctions to permit outsiders to take over.  Such 

franchise bidding was discussed by Harold Demsetz as long ago as 1968 

and by others even earlier.  Or open up entry while keeping controls on 

the incumbent, to prevent unfair pricing (see Section 3 below).   But 

remove the restraints only after the full effective-competition criteria are 

met.   

 

 U.S. Baby Bells Access Pricing to "The Last Mile."  This leading 

example has been very complicated and high pressured.  Fighting over 



several years in regulatory hearings and federal courts, the Baby Bells 

resisted offering "low" fees.  Recently the courts imposed high fees, 

causing various would-be entrants (AT&T and others) to pull out as 

competitors.  A main problem is that the Baby Bells are both essential-

facility suppliers and competitors, so their motives are suspect.   

 

 In any event, for aggressive regulation you need leaders who are 

well-informed, firm and skillful regulators.   

 

2.  HOW TO TELL IF DOWNSTREAM COMPETITION IS REALLY 

EFFECTIVE     

 

 Now we change sharply from regulation to antitrust topics, which 

are about competition and market power.  The main lesson is that 

dominant-firm situations are not acceptable.   

 

 The situation of access or any new market often starts with a single 

dominant company.  But dominance is automatically an unacceptable 

outcome.  In general, unregulated monopolies and dominant firms pose 

serious dangers for innovation and efficiency.  

 

 A dominant firm usually has a lot of market power and control; they 

retard innovation and grow inefficient; it exploits market defects and uses 

their excess profits to make more defects; it usually abuses market and 

political processes to keep its dominance for a long time.  All the while, it 

falsely claims to be under pressure and on the ropes, about to be 

destroyed by its tiny but supposedly deadly little rivals!   

 

 It may claim to be in a Schumpeterian process, where the dominant 

firm generates innovation.   

     

But instead, it's usually just entrenched and stagnant, with no real danger 

of new entry.  And dominant shares decline slowly, at only at 1 point a 

year or less.   

        

 

Fully Effective Competition.   

 

 To be genuinely effective, competition needs to have intense, 

sustained mutual pressure among numerous competitors, with no 



monopoly or collusion.  For a high probability of good results, the practical 

basis is:  

   

 

1. At least 5 "reasonably comparable" rivals.  (That number may vary 

slightly with the situation, but the need for "enough" strong rivals is fully 

affirmed by the literature.)  

2. None of those firms must hold a dominant position, with 40% of the 

market or more.   

3. Entry by new competitors must be easy to do.   

 Market share is the anchor.  That fits good economic theory, and it 

precisely fits what any business chief will tell you.  "Competition is about 

winning in the market, and that means getting a bigger market share."  

Profit patterns also show that higher market share yields much-higher 

profitability  

   Market share's importance is easy to understand, and market 

share and its effects have been measured.  Keep focus; don't splinter into 

a confusing mass of fragments and theories, including all those in 

"workable competition."   

 

 Market power is the opposite of effective competition: there is just 

1 monopolist, or a dominant firm and 2 or 3 little rivals.  In the U.S., there 

are famous examples of companies that hung on to their dominance for 

half a century or much more.   

  

 In contrast to the focus on market shares, the field has developed 

more and more Criteria Clutter, as follows:       

   

1. The early focus was on dominance in U.S. antitrust cases: Standard Oil, 

American Tobacco, International Harvester, DuPont, USSteel, AT&T, ...  

Research and policy emphasized the prevalence of Market Imperfections 

rather than perfect competition.   

     

2. Then the 1930s were obsessed with oligopoly theory and 4-firm 

concentration ratios in real industrial markets.   

 

3. In 1940, John Maurice Clark proposed "workable competition," listing 

some 10 criteria.    

     



But those criteria are obscure and impractical to apply.  How can you 

measure them?  And there is no reliable basis for weighting or combining 

them.  So "workable" has little or no objective meaning.   

4. In 1956 Joe Bain gave great new emphasis to entry barriers.  They are 

at the edge of the market.  That further confused and unfocused the 

literature for decades.  There are a great many barriers sources, and most 

of them can't be measured, especially the endogenous price-strategy 

barriers.   

        

5. Then in 1982 the Baumol group proposed the idea of "contestability," 

trying to displace the fundamental idea of competition entirely.   

 

 To escape this morass of confused ideas, we need to focus on 

Market Share.  It's "real," clear and universally known, and it's  central to 

the crucial choices that are made endlessly by real companies.  Also, it 

neatly fits Ockham's Razor, because it's simple and focused.  We need to 

void theory-seminar chatter about many "possibilities" and "factors."    

 

 To clinch the point, single-firm dominance is notorious in causing 

stagnation, ossified rigidity, anti-competitive abuses, and obstruction of 

change and progress, as I noted earlier.    

 

Define the Markets Carefully and Reliably 

 

 Defining markets is the critical first step in measuring market 

shares.  You have to use complex real criteria, as shown in Table 9.  

       

These standards are logically valid, based on wide experience, and 

practical to apply.  A few recent examples include the Oracle company's 

hostile takeover bid for the PeopleSoft company, telcoms service (land-

line, wireless, and Internet), and MGM's merger with Mandalay in Las 

Vegas, Nevada, USA.   

1. An Oracle-PeopleSoft merger: is the market just for large corporate 

clients, or for all customers?    

2. Telcoms: are local and long distance services separate markets, or are 

they being mingled by the advent of wireless and Internet phone services?   

3. An MGM-Mandalay merger: is the market just the leading casinos on 

the Strip, or does it include all Las Vegas gambling and related 

businesses?   

       

 



 The U.S. Merger Guidelines methods of 1992 are little help.  They 

starkly illustrate the confusions created by criteria clutter and empty 

theory.  The basic method -- a 5% "Small but Sustained Non-transitory 

Increase in Price" -- is largely just an empty theory, giving little guidance 

either to antitrust staff members or to businesses looking for answers.   

         

Moreover there is the weird idea of so-called "uncommitted entrants."  If 

outside firms might come into the market sometime, let's count them as if 

they're already in the market!   

 

Measuring Actual Dominance and Its Impacts  

 

 Market share is the simple, direct indicator of a firm's main 

influence on the market.  Shares over 25-30% usually give significant 

market power, while those over 40% usually indicate market dominance if 

other firms' share are much smaller.   

 

 Those who focus instead on entry barriers have greatly confused 

the issues, as quotes from the Merger Guidelines show.   

     

These various factors are nothing but empty seminar chatter, wholly 

vague and impossible to measure.   

 

 Dominance affects only a small minority of the economy.  But it's 

the acute form of market disorder.  Dominance is a severe mismatch 

between a powerful leader and one or several struggling little rivals.  New 

dominant firms regularly seem to arise, often from luck or excellence, or 

from anti-competitive actions, or from deregulation:    

1. Like Standard Oil, Kodak, ALCOA, Xerox, pharmaceuticals, Boeing, 

Microsoft, with actions to exclude rivals.     

2. Also, from the deregulation of monopolies, aggravated by mergers -- 

Baby Bells, the few western U.S. railroads, electric distribution to final 

customers, airlines' fortress hubs, ... .   

3. What's next, in the U.S. and Australia?   

 

 Sources of Dominance.  Usually dominance arises partly or mainly 

from anti-competitive actions, NOT just superiority or economies of scale.  

Once dominance is in place, it's reinforced by: 

1. exploiting market imperfections;   



2. anti-competitive strategic price discrimination (including "Ramsey 

pricing") in line with market segmenting, that kills off or stifles little 

competitors;  

3. mergers to restore or enlarge high market shares;   

4. claims that little rivals are powerful and fatal, that new technology is 

causing seismic changes, and that new entry is huge and deadly;     

5. denials that profits reflect monopoly power or are excessive.  They 

claim instead that high profits reflect only their own superiority, creativity 

and risk-taking.  All of its profits are absolutely necessary, they say, for 

any future progress to occur.  

 

 Instead, progress is usually slowed.  The dominant firm usually 

retards progress.  Also, there is bureaucratic slack and slippage.   

 

 A Level Field?  Like every sport, markets need careful rules for 

competitive parity and balance.  We must set higher, tighter standards, 

that constrain dominant firms from doing actions that are anti-competitive 

because of the dominance.  When the market-share advantage is 30% 

points or more:   

1. prohibit selective pricing against small rivals,  

2. remove product and information controls, and  

3. prevent all horizontal mergers 

 

 Dominance usually fades slowly, as I noted earlier.  

Antitrust actions might reduce the monopoly power more rapidly.  That 

would give high yields in better performance.   

 

3.  DEREGULATION: WHEN CAN CONTROLS BE REMOVED SAFELY?   

 

 Don't deregulate unless you simply have to.  And if you must do it, 

be very cautious and have no illusions.  You'll may well get stuck with an 

entrenched near-monopolist.   

 

 The danger.  Deregulation often lets the monopoly become a 

permanent high-dominance firm, with about 80%, and free of public 

constraints.  It often uses abusive actions in the market and a lot of 

political actions: price discrimination, controls over information, and 

controls to block out competition.  You will face extreme pressure to 

accept an 80% dominant firm.   

 



 Have no illusions that antitrust can do very much to enforce a shift 

to effective competition.  It can't.  It's not a decisive policy to cure 

monopoly, nor to guarantee good deregulation.  Instead, it's usually weak, 

often outsmarted and stalled; a pretense of control.  Its budgets and 

appointments of leaders are often controlled and limited by those very 

industrial interests who ought to be under the agencies' control   

 

 If you want to shift a dominant firm to effective competition, you 

will need to act forcefully to achieve sharp changes against severe 

resistance.  Get ready for rough and tough actions, because the monopoly 

firm will use every device and stratagem to defeat you and keep 

dominance.  Get the national leaders firmly committed to you before you 

begin.  Take bold, maximum legal actions.  Be ready to publicize 

relentlessly the dominant firm's poor innovation, inefficiency, unfair 

competitive tactics, excess profits, and false rhetoric.   

 

 The monopoly will welcome a little competition, to create the 

illusion of effective competition.  But remember that 5 or more 

comparable rivals are required.  A dominant firm is an intolerable 

outcome.   

 

 You will need very good luck: your efforts can be cut off at any 

point by a loss of political support, by one or several weak judges, or by a 

powerful publicity blitz.   

 

The Big Danger is Hasty Deregulation   

 

 The danger is that deregulation will be hasty and reckless.  That 

would let the monopoly stay a high-dominance firm for decades, with 

about 80% of the market, often using abusive actions and political actions 

to get its way.  It will use price discrimination against little rivals, controls 

over information, mergers to stifle competition, and every possible control 

to block out competition.   

 So:  

1. Do not accept a dominant firm as the result of deregulation.   

2. Keep strict restraints in place until the 5+ firms conditions are met.   

3. Strictly prevent the dominant firm from:   

 a. selective price-discrimination actions which punish or 

    eliminate specific small rivals,  

 b. controls on key information, and  

 c. all horizontal mergers.   



Also, require full information and access for any would-be entrants.   

  

Lessons from Some U.S. Deregulation Cases ---  

 

 Airlines:  competition was fully effective during 1978-1985, but 

then mergers and rigid patterns of price discrimination 1985-1988 cut 

competition especially at "fortress hubs."  Such hub dominance should 

have been prevented by a limit of 35% of hub traffic.  Southwest Airlines 

and other discount airlines have been applying pressure since about 1995.  

They now have about 25% of all traffic, but some hubs and routes are still 

not fully competitive.   

 So careless backsliding almost wrecked deregulation during 1985-

88, but luckily the low-cost carriers have been fighting their way in.  That 

may eventually save deregulation, but currently things are still in doubt.     

  

 Railroads:  The deregulation from 1980 on was pretty effective.  

Competition was protected by preventing the Southern Pacific-Santa Fe 

merger 1984, rejecting "contestability" ideas.  But weak regulators caved 

on the Union Pacific-Southern Pacific merger in 1997.  Now there are 

pockets of monopoly faced by a variety of captive shippers.   

 

 Telcoms:  During 1984-89, AT&T lost market share pretty rapidly 

in long distance, at 4% per year; because it was constrained against anti-

competitive price discrimination.  But then the FCC withdrew, and AT&T 

held its share at 60-65% until 1995.  Since then, AT&T then has sunk 

deeply from its own errors and inefficiency, and from rapid technological 

change.  The Baby Bells still dominate local-exchange markets, and 

mergers among them have accentuated their market control.   

     

 Recently the Baby Bells won a big victory in the Supreme Court, 

which gives them a freer hand in raising the access charges paid by 

AT&T, Sprint and other wouldbe local coompetitors.  The FCC hopes that 

wireless telephones and voice-over-Internet-protocol developments will 

apply enough competition to the Baby Bells.  But the Bells are striving to 

capture those by mergers, and they may also control wireless.  Even if 

cable TV and others rise to face the Baby Bells on an even basis, that's 

only two main competitors, in total.  Remember; that's not enough for 

effective competition -- either in the U.S. or here, or anywhere.   

 

 Electricity:  There was a reckless rush during 1995-2000 to 

deregulate too fast, while tolerating a lot of mergers and secret price-



discrimination sweetheart deals favoring the biggest customers.  There 

was little action to stimulate competition among adjacent distribution 

utilities.  The incredible California-Nevada power crisis of 2000-2001 

was a special case of bad deregulation and corrupt manipulation of market 

prices by Enron and many others.  They got away with it, but deregulation 

has been slowed.  Whether it will ever reach fully-effective levels at the 

distribution level is very much in doubt.   

 

 To sum up: deregulation in the U.S. has been far more checkered 

and marked by bad policies than is usually admitted.  We still need 

aggressive regulatory actions to prevent bad-merger-policy backsliding, 

and to enforce tight rules against anti-competitive price discrimination by 

dominant firms.  These lessons may apply fully to Australia too.   

 

 

 

======================================= 

 

 


